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INTRODUCTION AND BACKGROUND 
The idea of Parish Plans was introduced by the Rural White Paper 2000. They are intended to provide local communities 
with an opportunity to transform their local environment by giving everyone in the community the opportunity to 
influence the development of their surroundings. The aim is that the Plan should provide a rounded view of the socio-
economic and environmental issues of a community and how they might be tackled. Parish Plans are intended to be 
incorporated as formal documents within parish and district council planning procedures.  

“If the Parish Plan is endorsed by the District Council (and other bodies identified as Partners such as the 
Local Education Authority, Highways Authority, residents groups, businesses, interest groups, etc.) it will be 
used in decision making.”  
East Devon District Council 

Dunkeswell first produced a Parish Plan in 2003, listing nine key issues on which action was required. It was revised in 
2007, at which time it cited thirteen major issues. The effectiveness of the Parish Plan process is evident from the fact 
that many of the aims of those previous Plans, including affordable housing provision, limiting industrial development, 
provision of youth and community facilities and improvement of the village halls, have since been achieved or 
significantly progressed. So early in 2010 it was felt the time was right to revisit the Dunkeswell Parish Plan and once 
again update it to reflect ongoing changes. In keeping with the aims of the White Paper, production of this third version 
has involved the canvassing of views from the people of the parish. An initial survey asked for answers to four general 
questions. From the issues brought up in those responses, a second more detailed questionnaire was produced that has 
provided a comprehensive picture of the present and future concerns of our community. Every household in the 
community was sent a questionnaire and a total of 378 were returned, representing the views of 746 parishioners. 

On the succeeding pages of this document you will find a description of each of the topic areas that came out of the 
survey results and how they relate to the issues in the revised Parish Plan. The Plan itself and a detailed breakdown of 
the survey results can be found at the end of the document.  

Dunkeswell Parish Council has formally adopted this Parish Plan as a statement of intent and will seek endorsement of 
it by East Devon District Council so that it may act as a guide to future planning strategies.  

“It is envisaged that the Parish Council will take responsibility for overseeing implementation of the actions 
and will hold the relevant body accountable if progress is not made.”  
East Devon District Council 
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PROFILE AND HISTORY 
Doduceswilla is listed in the Domesday book as having a population of at least eleven families of freemen and several 
slaves under their lord. Dunkeswell as it is known today now houses a population of over 1,600 within its parish 
boundaries. It is situated on the southern edge of the Blackdown Hills on a high plateau 240 metres above sea level that 
falls steeply on its northern edges and slopes more gently on its south side down to valleys, dotted with dwellings and 
smallholdings, carved by rivers and streams. 

The main parts of Dunkeswell can be said to be the ‘old’ village centred around the church of St Nicholas, the Methodist 
Chapel and the Village Hall sited directly beneath the airfield and industrial estate; Highfield Estate located at the 
southern end of the village; and the aforementioned airfield and industrial estate where the wartime airfield was sited. 
The outlying areas of Dunkeswell are a series of ‘units’ which consist of large farms and significant historical 
developments such as Stentwood, built by Victorian squire John Eccles in 1881/2, the Wolford area – home to the 
Simcoe family and their workers and servants for many years – and Dunkeswell Abbey, originally the home of the 
Cistercian abbey built in 1201. 

Much of Dunkeswell remained relatively unchanged until Highfield Estate was built in the latter half of the 20th century. 
Some would say the most dramatic change occurred when the village, because of its position geographically, became 
the site for a World War II airfield. Dunkeswell would never be the same again. This is still very much a working airfield 
which has a growing industrial estate increasingly surrounding it. It is possible to sign up for flying lessons at the flying 
school and, on a clear day, exhilarated parachutists can be seen floating to the ground – often in tandem. Visiting 
American and Canadian relatives of wartime servicemen may be surprised to see just how busy the airfield continues to 
be with many private planes taking off and landing.  

Perhaps because of this wartime association and the provisional quarters built for servicemen during World War II, it 
was inevitable that Highfield Estate would rise out of the meadows and fields that once stood at the top of the village. 
For many years, after the end of World War II, the land that had been used by the American military during their 
posting in Dunkeswell stood derelict, with roadside dumps and a scrap business blighting the area. At this time, as now, 
there was a need for housing in the East Devon countryside and the Highfield area of Dunkeswell seemed the ideal site 
with its already established community and its proximity to Honiton. The original plans were drawn up in 1972 and a 
few years after that, Highfield Estate was built. There were also plans for easy road and pavement connections between 
the two parts of the village, but these were later abandoned as were the plans for a school – which had been 
earmarked to be built on a parcel of land at the top of Percy Hill. Again at the end of World War II Dunkeswell was left 
with an airfield which continued to be owned and used by the MOD. Over the years, this area with its to a certain 
extent ready-made work units (Nissen huts), has continued to evolve into the airfield/industrial estate that can be 
found today. Factory/work units have been built and new businesses have come and gone, while a number of well 
established enterprises have now settled in. This constantly evolving scene has brought with it new sets of challenges 
for the village, probably most pressing of all the question of ever-increasing volumes of traffic on old roads that in some 
cases were built for horse and cart. With this heavy traffic including industrial-scale vehicles attending the industrial 
estate/airfield, walking from one end of the village to the other, without the benefit of a footpath, is rapidly being ruled 
out as an option with only a few brave souls attempting the distance. These are all issues that continue to be of concern 
to the residents of Dunkeswell. 

A footpath linking the different parts of the village would enable local residents to access the facilities on offer, such as 
doctor’s surgery, local stores, churches and pub, without either having to resort to the use of a car for a relatively short 
distance or risking life and limb negotiating the roads on foot. 

At the beginning of the 20th century, as is the case with many other villages, Dunkeswell was largely self sufficient 
having everything it needed on its own doorstep. Houses and dwellings often give an indication of the trade or 
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profession that lay within such as the old forge in the centre of the village. Over years, with increased industry and 
technology, these long established crafts and trades started to disappear and shops and schools closed down. The old 
forge, amongst other places, became a private dwelling. Old dairy farms still carried on, with mechanisation easing their 
burden to a certain extent. The massive changes to everyone’s lives in the 20th century were largely embraced. Modern 
household appliances and electronic gadgetry entered people’s homes and most would now lay claim to a washing 
machine, television and telephone at the very least. To many, life without these things would be unthinkable now, but, 
in the middle of all this, the ancient heart beats and the seasons continue – albeit altered by the shifting of the climate 
patterns. The challenge now is for Dunkeswell to balance the industrial and technological progress it has made with the 
associated demands of ever increasing population and ever decreasing supply and consequent cost of resources, with 
the need to sustain and preserve its ancient and beautiful environment. Recycling and sustainability are words often 
heard nowadays and there is evidence all around us in Dunkeswell that people are actively participating in 
environmental initiatives with, for example, the ancient art of charcoal burning being pursued at Mackham Farm, and 
Collards Hill Farm now completely self-sufficient in energy courtesy of a wind turbine that powers its dairy. 

Farming in Dunkeswell consists mainly of dairy with some sheep and poultry. Produce can be bought at the farm door 
in some cases, with an opportunity for a greeting and a chat. It has never been easy being a farmer, but in recent times 
the very fabric of farming has been threatened, with farmers having to be ever more resourceful to survive. All around 
the parish are signs of the changing nature of farming today. Percy Farm on Percy Hill, for example, advertises its 
wrought-iron ware at the side of the road, whilst Connetts Farm has a good stock of Christmas trees and wreaths for 
sale during the festive season and someone visiting Stentwood may spot an alpaca or two grazing in the meadow. 

It is this mix of the old and the new that is a striking feature of Dunkeswell. Conversations with locals will often turn to 
people and events many years before. Memories are still strong with certain members of the older population of the 
arrival in Dunkeswell of American and Canadian forces in the Second World War or at least of stories told!  

Coincidentally, the link with Canada was already strong before any Canadian troops set foot on Dunkeswell soil. 
General Simcoe of Wolford Lodge was appointed Lieutenant Governor of the province of Upper Canada from 1791 - 96. 
Although only there for five years he made his mark to the extent that in 1966, as an Anglo Canadian memorial to the 
work of Lieutenant Governor Simcoe, the deeds and property of Wolford Chapel were handed to the then Prime 
Minister of Ontario. 

The spirit of Dunkeswell is alive and kicking, evidenced by a very lively social calendar including an annual summer fete 
and events now shared between the Village Hall in the lower part of the village and the newly built Throgmorton Hall 
on Highfield Estate. The facilities range from a pre-school for those just starting out in life to a social club for the more 
mature. In between there is a youth club, and Dunkeswell has its own football team for the more sporty as well as a 
newly built sports field which continues to be added to. There is something here for everyone including campaigning 
for those so inclined! At the time of writing, the local pub, the four-hundred-year-old Royal Oak in the middle of the 
village, is the subject of a campaign for its survival.  

It is not possible to name all the properties and dwellings here, but on visiting Dunkeswell it is seen to be a thriving 
community that continues to build on its legacy. It could be argued that the diversity and uniqueness of the parish and 
its setting has in its turn spawned a rich mixture of artisans, crafts and tradespeople both from the indigenous folk, 
imbued with centuries of tradition and self sufficiency, and ‘outsiders’ bringing with them interesting and exciting 
innovation and, it is hoped, more prosperity. 

Dunkeswell today is a true mixture of the unchanging traditional and ancient rhythms with the faster beat of 
21st century life and all the benefits and challenges which that entails. 
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SURVEY TOPICS AND RESULTS 

ROADS AND TRAFFIC 
• Village bypass 

When the first Parish Plan was drawn up in 2003, Issue 4 highlighted concerns with the amount of traffic 
passing through the village and there was a vision that traffic would be diverted from the village by a bypass. 
Following the recent survey there were over 300 responses in favour of a bypass being built so that heavy 
goods vehicles do not need to go through the village to gain access to the airfield. This action remains a 
priority for the village. Many responses would also like to see a tonnage limit imposed on through traffic. 

• Footpath connection 

There is still no connection between the old village and Highfield Estate as indicated in the 2004 plan. This is an 
important connection, as the village facilities such as the shop and doctors surgery are located on Highfield 
and 43% of responses to the survey indicated that this is still required as walkers have to use public roads to 
gain access. Heavy traffic and sharp bends in the main road make travelling by foot between the old and new 
parts of the village extremely hazardous. Villagers of Dunkeswell have consistently voted for a footpath 
connection between the old and new parts of the village and a positive decision on this is long overdue. 

• Road repairs 

A significant number (57%) of respondents would like the potholes that develop on the roads around the 
village repaired faster with a greater emphasis placed on clearing the roads of snow and more grit bins being 
made available. 

VILLAGE AND COMMUNITY FACILITIES 
• Existing facilities 

There are a number of varied facilities and activities in the village and, on the whole, these are well supported 
by the residents. Existing facilities got significant support in the survey for their continuation, with 60% of 
responses indicating the doctor’s surgery and post office were the most popular. 

• Bus service 

The 2004 plan indicated that the bus service is inadequate, particularly since the termination of the post bus, 
and there is no service on Sundays. Many of the responses would like to see an improved bus service, with 
more frequent weekday services being the most popular request. Whilst there is some support for a car 
sharing scheme (23%), this was not seen as a major issue. 

• Sport and leisure 

Sporting and leisure facilities received significant support for their ongoing continuation, with the highest 
support being for the sports fields and playgrounds and the lowest support being for the go-kart track. The 
most popular potential development is for more bridleways and footpaths to be established, although there is 
no indication where these should be. 
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• Primary school 

There was significant support for a primary school in the village. At the present time children of primary school 
age have to travel considerable distances outside Dunkeswell in order to attend school. 

• Youth club 

Many residents said they would like to see the youth club preserved and indeed flourish and they would 
welcome other facilities for young people within the parish. 

• Other items 

Over 40% of villagers would like an improved mobile phone signal or, in a lot of cases, any kind of mobile 
phone signal at all. 
Other developments receiving some significant support were more social events and a cricket pitch. 
Of 61 comments received about village facilities the highest number (13) were raised in support of the pub, 
emphasising it should remain as a pub but needs more support from the village. 

HOUSING 
When trying to analyse the survey and draw some conclusions, it should be borne in mind that in general there 
was a very significant ‘No’ vote of 70% and over, to any type of housing at any location within the village. 

• Affordable housing 

In the 2004 plan, there was a vision that sufficient affordable homes would be available for any local 
people/families who needed to work for local organisations. In the current survey, 30% of responses indicated 
that they were in favour of more affordable houses. 

• Future development  

In response to the question “How much housing development should there be in Dunkeswell in the next 10 
years?” there was an almost complete ‘No’ to the development of unlimited housing although the voting on a 
limited amount of housing development within the parish was split 40% in favour and 60% against.  
In response to the question “If you think there should be some housing development, what type should it be?” 
the greatest majority was for no housing development in any category, with only some small support for eco 
houses, live/work units and holiday lets. The survey results showed that if there is to be any housing 
development then this should be mostly at Highfield but the responses to this were not high at 27% in favour. 

INDUSTRIAL AND BUSINESS DEVELOPMENT 
Industrial and business development in the village has been excessive already as indicated in the 2004 plan so villagers 
were asked to comment on their views on further industrial/business development. The vision in the 2004 plan was 
that no more industrial development would be provided. 

• Future development 

In response to the question “How much industrial/commercial development should there be in Dunkeswell in 
the next 10 years” there was an overwhelming ‘No’ vote to unlimited development but there was some 
support for a limited amount. 
In response to Question 21, “Should any further industrial/commercial development be dependent on the 
construction of a bypass?” the vote was split 42% in favour and 58% against. 
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The two categories of business that got most support from villagers were businesses offering local 
employment and light industrial units. 
Larger industrial units and more air traffic expansion both got very significant ‘No’ votes of over 90%. 

ENVIRONMENTAL ISSUES 
• Airfield 

Many long term residents have commented on the increased activity at the airfield and that this has caused a 
marked increase in the amount of noise, disturbance and pollution. Aircraft aerobatics has been a particular 
source of increased noise and residents have indicated that they would like to see restrictions such as limited 
hours on this activity and that pilots should adhere more strictly to the regulations on low flying, etc.  

• Village and industrial estate 

Most residents agreed that the general appearance of the village could be improved. Litter and dog fouling are 
particular problems. More litter bins are needed around the village and particularly in Highfield Road. It was 
also thought by 37% of respondents that regular litter pick-up days would help. Better maintenance of grass 
verges and pavements was also considered to be important, with a particular emphasis being placed on the 
removal of cut grass so that it is not left lying around, ending up on pavements and presenting an untidy 
appearance. It was also thought by 46% of respondents that the preservation of Devon banks and hedges 
would improve the appearance of Highfield Road, as unfortunately many have now been replaced with fences. 
Trees and shrubs overhanging pavements also needed to be maintained. Maintenance of untidy buildings on 
the industrial estate, especially in Marcus Road, would also improve the general appearance of the area.  

• Recycling 

A large proportion of residents (74%) thought that recycling facilities were insufficient. It was suggested in the 
survey that there should be facilities for recycling electrical items and cardboard. It was also thought that 
garden refuse should be collected free of charge as in other areas. 

• Renewable energy 

The survey asked residents if they would support renewable energy. There was a positive response to 
photovoltaic solar panels for electricity generation from 39% of respondents, and 43% were in favour of solar 
collector panels for water heating only. There was far less support for other systems such as large and small 
turbines, wood/biomass fuel and large-scale biomass/digester systems. 

VILLAGE HERITAGE 
A majority of parishioners stated that the heritage of Dunkeswell was important and should be preserved. This included 
the museum, historical airfield buildings, the airfield, Wolford Chapel, Dunkeswell Abbey, and St. Nicholas’s Church. The 
character of the old village and old traditions and customs e.g. Old Twelfie were also thought to be important enough 
to preserve. 

OTHER ISSUES RAISED 
• Some residents would like to see street lighting turned off at night. 
• Many people were in favour of a dog-exercising area. 
• Large trees too close to properties in some parts of the village are causing problems, and it was suggested that 

Tree Preservation Orders should be reviewed. 
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• Old and new parts of the village need to be more united. 
• The majority of residents believe Dunkeswell should continue to have its own resident vicar. 
• A resounding 78% of residents feel they do not get value for money from their council tax. 
• 71% also felt that council tax banding is not fair. 
• Policing and the neighbourhood watch scheme were both considered to be inadequate. 
• Vandalism, bullying and anti-social behaviour were not thought to be serious problems. 
• It was felt that the new sports field and BMX track is under-used and improved signposting is needed. 
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THE ACTION PLAN 

ROADS AND TRAFFIC 

Issue Aims Action Partners Priority Timescale 

There is a clear need to 
divert HGV traffic from 
the narrow road and 
steep hill in the old 
village. 

To construct a by-pass 
allowing HGVs to access 
the industrial area along 
the tracks used during 
WW2 and impose a 
tonnage limit on the road 
through the old village. 

Design of the route and 
agreement of the 
landowner. 

County Highways, 
the landowner and 
the Parish Council. 

High 1 year 

A footpath is needed 
between Percy Cross and 
the old village to make it 
safer for pedestrians to 
move between the two 
parts of the village. 

To provide a walkway 
along this stretch of road 
which is safely negotiable 
by pedestrians including 
those with pushchairs and 
wheelchairs. 

This scheme has been on 
the list for action by 
County Highways for 
some years but has never 
reached the top of the 
list. Agreement and 
funding from County 
Highways needs to be 
reached. 

County Highways, 
the landowners and 
the Parish Council. 

High 1 year 

Potholes take a long time 
to be repaired, road 
verges are either not 
cleared when needed or 
cut when not needed and 
the lengthsman’s work is 
not sensibly arranged. 

To have a locally arranged 
and supervised system for 
road maintenance, 
probably done jointly with 
neighbouring parishes. 

A scheme needs to be 
devised with County 
Highways which delegates 
control to a group of 
parishes with necessary 
funding. 

County Highways, 
County Councillor, 
neighbouring 
parishes and Parish 
Council 

High 1 year 

Traffic speeds are grossly 
over the 20 and 30 mph 
limits. 

To limit speeds in the 
village to the legitimate 
levels by means which do 
not prejudice use by HGVs 
or emergency vehicles. 

Provide traffic calming 
and illuminated signs. 

County Highways, 
Devon and Cornwall 
Police and Parish 
Council. 

High 1 year 

The bus service between 
Taunton and Seaton has a 
last departure at around 
6:00 pm, which prevents 
use for evening events, 
weekday services are 
infrequent and there is no 
service on Sundays. 

To provide more frequent 
weekday services, evening 
services and Sunday 
operation for a well-used 
service. 

New arrangements need 
to be devised for this 
service. 

County Council, bus 
company and Parish 
Council. 

High 1 year 

Gritting of roads only 
covers the main road 
through the village and 
does not deal with the 
bus route through 
Highfield estate. 

To arrange for the gritting 
lorries to cover the bus 
route through the estate 

Persuade County Council 
that the bus route should 
be covered. 

County Council, 
County Councillor 
and Parish Council 

High Before winter 
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COMMUNITY FACILITIES 

Issue Aims Action Partners Priority Timescale 

Large numbers of primary 
school pupils are being 
bussed out to 
neighbouring schools 
every day. 

To provide a primary 
school in Dunkeswell 
which will save many 
road-miles and give a 
useful facility. 

Persuade County 
Education Authority that a 
school at Dunkeswell is 
the right solution to the 
needs of the area and that 
a site is available. 

County Education 
Authority, County 
Councillor, 
developer who owns 
a site and Parish 
Council 

High 1 year 

Mobile phone signal is 
very patchy and 
broadband only possible 
in parts of the parish. 

To obtain full coverage of 
mobile phone signal and 
broadband. 

Persuade providers to 
extend coverage to whole 
of the parish. 

BT/Vodafone/ 
Orange, etc. and 
broadband providers 
with Parish Council. 

High 1 year 

Surgery is currently open 
in the mornings Monday 
to Friday and some 
afternoons. This is not 
adequate for elderly 
people, those at work 
during the day and 
families with young 
children, nor does it cope 
with weekend needs. 

To extend surgery 
opening hours to cover 
every weekday afternoon, 
some evenings and 
Saturdays. 

Persuade Blackdown 
Practice to extend the 
surgery hours as above. 

Blackdown Practice 
and Parish Council. 

Medium 2 years 

There are no direct 
connections to footpaths 
for people living at 
Highfield. 

To obtain new footpaths 
or permissive rights of 
way (ROW) so that 
walkers and dog-walkers 
can access the existing 
ROWs. 

Enlist the support of 
County Council ROW staff 
to help persuade local 
landowners to provide 
connections to the ROW 
system. 

County Council, 
landowners and 
Parish Council. 

Medium 2 years 

The airfield is an 
important part of the 
fabric of Dunkeswell and 
its development needs to 
be supported. 

To ensure that the airfield 
owners are encouraged to 
develop the facilities 
while acknowledging the 
historical nature of the 
airfield and the concerns 
of some residents about 
noise. 

Discuss with Air 
Westward their plans for 
the future and encourage 
possible developers of the 
control tower and 
operations centre. 

Air Westward, South 
West Airfields Trust, 
Dunkeswell Museum 
and Parish Council. 

Medium 2 years 

Sports facilities have 
developed piecemeal and 
need to be co-ordinated 
to ensure the best results 
for the community. 

To create an overall co-
ordinating body to 
encourage all sporting 
activity in the community. 

Discuss with all the 
sporting bodies the 
benefits of co-ordinating 
their activities and 
funding and try and set up 
an overall body. 

Bowls Club, Tennis 
Club, Dunkeswell 
Rovers and Parish 
Council. 

Medium 2 years 
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Issue Aims Action Partners Priority Timescale 

The youth club needs to 
be supported and funded 
to continue its successful 
activities. 

To ensure that the youth 
club continues to meet 
the needs of the large 
number of youngsters in 
the parish and is properly 
funded. 

Continue to support the 
youth club financially, 
persuade the Youth 
Service to be more pro-
active in helping 
Dunkeswell. 

Devon Youth 
Service, Dunkeswell 
Youth Club and 
Parish Council 

Medium 1 year 

The allotments are an 
important facility for the 
parish and we need to 
ensure their continuation. 

To continue to sublet the 
land to the Allotments 
Association and to make 
sure they survive and 
succeed. 

Continue to sublet the 
land and supervise the 
management of the 
Association. 

Allotments 
Association and 
Parish Council. 

Medium 2 years 

HOUSING 

Issue Aims Action Partners Priority Timescale 

Most residents feel that 
the expansion of 
Dunkeswell from 300 to 
1200 voters is more than 
enough. 

To allow some infilling of 
market housing, 
particularly for elderly 
residents requiring 
sheltered 
accommodation. 

Agree with EDDC what 
will be allowed in the 
parish 

EDDC, ward member 
and Parish Council 

High 3 months, to 
fit in with the 
Local 
Development 
Framework. 

There is a waiting list for 
affordable homes but a 
shortage of funding for 
the Registered Social 
Landlords. 

To find some way to 
ensure that sufficient 
affordable homes are 
built to satisfy the local 
need. 

Agree with EDDC how this 
problem can be tackled. 

EDDC, ward member 
and Parish Council 

High 3 months to 
fit in with the 
LDF 
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INDUSTRIAL AREA 

Issue Aims Action Partners Priority Timescale 

There is little support for 
further industrial 
development beyond the 
large amount already 
provided; the Parish and 
District Councils feel that 
the old industrial area, 
left over from World War 
2 (mostly owned by Briton 
House Properties Ltd), 
needs to be re-developed 
but with no increase in 
floor area and with 
restrictions on the kind of 
industry to ensure no 
increase in heavy 
industrial traffic. 

To persuade the owner of 
the old industrial area 
that re-development will 
be in his interests. 

Set up a discussion with 
Briton House Properties 
and EDDC to discuss the 
future of this area. 

EDDC, Briton House 
Properties, ward 
councillor and Parish 
Council. 

Medium 2 years 

ENVIRONMENT 

Issue Aims Action Partners Priority Timescale 

Although littering was not 
a major issue for those 
answering the 
questionnaire, there is a 
significant problem along 
the roads and on the 
playground and sports 
field. 

To educate residents to 
avoid littering and to set 
up a litter collection 
process. 

Publicity campaign to 
discourage littering and 
recruiting litter pickers. 

EDDC street scene 
and Parish Council. 

High 2 years 

There are no 
arrangements for 
collecting cardboard, 
incinerable rubbish all 
goes to landfill (until the 
Exeter incinerator is built) 
and garden rubbish is 
expensive (£1.25 per bag). 

To persuade EDDC to 
collect cardboard, garden 
rubbish and incinerable 
material. 

Persuade EDDC to collect 
all rubbish as above. 

EDDC Street Scene, 
Ward member and 
Parish Council 

High 1 year 

There is limited use of 
renewable energy. 

To encourage use of 
passive solar, PV panels, 
small wind turbines and 
biomass heaters 

Publicise the benefits of 
renewable energy and the 
grants available. 

EDDC. Regen SW, 
consultants, 
suppliers and Parish 
Council. 

medium 2 years 
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HERITAGE 

Issue Aims Action Partners Priority Timescale 

There are a number of 
listed buildings which 
need to be preserved, and 
the old village and the 
airfield are of historic 
interest. 

To ensure that any 
development does not 
damage the quality of the 
parish 

Discuss with EDDC and 
Blackdown Hills AONB 
how existing powers can 
be used. 

EDDC, Blackdown 
Hills AONB, ward 
councillor and Parish 
Council 
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APPENDIX 

BREAKDOWN OF SURVEY RESULTS 
 Total Persons No. of Questionnaires 

Section 1. Population Data   

Question 1. How many people are there in your household? 746 378 

 

 Total 
"Yes" 

Total 
"No" 

Percentage 
"Yes" 

Percentage 
"No" 

Question 2.  Do you …     

live and work in Dunkeswell? 114  21%  

just live in Dunkeswell? 393  71%  

just work in Dunkeswell? 43  8%  

Question 3. Are you …     

male? 244  48%  

female? 267  52%  

Question 4. Please tick your age group:     

under 16 68  12%  

16 - 25 63  11%  

26 - 65 227  39%  

over 65 228  39%  

     

Section 2. Roads and Traffic     

Question 5. Does Dunkeswell need a bypass?     

Yes/No 315 431 42% 58% 

Question 6. Do you think there should be a footpath between Highfield and the old village? 

Yes/No 410 336 55% 45% 

Question 7. Do you think there should be a footpath between Highfield and the airfield? 

Yes/No 321 425 43% 57% 

Question 8. Which of the following improvements would you like to see? 

Pot-holes repaired faster 425  57%  

More extensive gritting 292  39%  

Traffic calming measures 217  29%  

Speed limit enforcement 270  36%  

A tonnage limit 322  43%  

Other (please specify) See page 8, Other Issues Raised 

Question 9. Does Dunkeswell need an improved bus service?     

Yes/No 302 444 40% 60% 
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 Total 
"Yes" 

Total 
"No" 

Percentage 
"Yes" 

Percentage 
"No" 

Question 10. Which of the following improvements to the bus service would you like to see? 

More frequent weekday service 261  35%  

Sunday and bank holiday service 173  23%  

Later evening service 214  29%  

Other (please specify) See page 8, Other Issues Raised 

Question 11. Would you support a car-sharing scheme?     

Yes/No 175 571 23% 77% 

     

Question 12. Is car parking a problem in Dunkeswell?     

Yes/No 177 569 24% 76% 

If yes, where? See page 8, Other Issues Raised 

     

Section 3. Village/Community Facilities     

Question 13. Which of these existing facilities do you think it is important to preserve? 

Shops and restaurants 428  57%  

Pub 344  46%  

Post Office 445  60%  

Mobile library 328  44%  

Surgery 444  60%  

Allotments 320  43%  

Pre-school 344  46%  

Youth club 351  47%  

Other (please specify) See page 8, Other Issues Raised 

Question 14. Which of these additional facilities does Dunkeswell need? 

Primary school 197  26%  

A mobile phone signal 330  44%  

Youth meeting facilities 199  27%  

More shops 140  19%  

More allotments 115  15%  

A community food garden 100  13%  

Longer surgery hours 249  33%  

More medical facilities (please specify) 46  6%  

Other (please specify) See page 8, Other Issues Raised 

Question 15. Which of these existing sports, leisure and entertainment facilities do you think it is important to 
preserve? 

Bowling green 331  44%  

Sports field 370  50%  

Football field 366  49%  

Tennis courts 293  39%  

Sports and social club 357  48%  

Playgrounds 375  50%  
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 Total 
"Yes" 

Total 
"No" 

Percentage 
"Yes" 

Percentage 
"No" 

Throgmorton Hall 366  49%  

Village Hall 356  48%  

Go-karting track 200  27%  

Airfield 334  45%  

Other (please specify) See page 8, Other Issues Raised 

Question 16. Which of these additional sports, leisure and entertainment facilities does Dunkeswell need? 

A cricket field 177  24%  

A rugby pitch 99  13%  

More playground equipment (please specify) 64  9%  

More footpaths/bridle paths 261  35%  

More social events 148  20%  

Other (please specify) See page 8, Other Issues Raised 

     

Section 4. Housing     

Question 17. How much housing development should there be in Dunkeswell in the next 10 years? 

None 171  23%  

A limited amount 302  40%  

An unlimited amount 59  8%  

Question 18. If you think there should be some housing development, what type should it be? 

Affordable housing 225  30%  

Shared-ownership housing 142  19%  

General housing 153  21%  

Live/work units 85  11%  

Holiday lets 56  8%  

Eco-friendly housing 140  19%  

Other (please specify) See page 8, Other Issues Raised 

Question 19. If you think there should be some housing development, where should it be? 

Highfield estate 199  27%  

The old village 97  13%  

The airfield 126  17%  

Elsewhere within Dunkeswell parish 144  19%  

     

Section 5. Industrial and Business Development     

Question 20. How much industrial/commercial development should there be in Dunkeswell in the next 10 years? 

None 258  35%  

A limited amount 212  28%  

An unlimited amount 61  8%  

Question 21. Should any further industrial/commercial development be dependent on the construction of a bypass? 

Yes/No 314 432 42% 58% 
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 Total 
"Yes" 

Total 
"No" 

Percentage 
"Yes" 

Percentage 
"No" 

Question 22. If you think there should be some industrial/commercial development, what type should it be? 

Light industrial 197  26%  

Low environmental impact 173  23%  

Businesses offering local employment 228  31%  

Air traffic expansion 85  11%  

Larger industrial units 65  9%  

Other (please specify) See page 8, Other Issues Raised 

     

Section 6. Environmental Issues     

Question 23. Which of the following do you think would improve the general appearance of the village? 

General tidying up of properties and gardens 261  35%  

Better maintenance of grass verges and pavements 358  48%  

Regular litter pick-up days 276  37%  

Provision of more dog-litter bins 249  33%  

Maintenance of untidy buildings and improving general appearance of 
industrial estate 

284  38%  

Preservation of Devon banks and hedgerows 340  46%  

Question 24. Do you think there is too much noise pollution in Dunkeswell? 

Yes/No 187 559 25% 75% 

If yes, where from? See page 8, Other Issues Raised 

Question 25. Which of the following would you support? 

Improved maintenance of public footpaths, bridleways and ditches 320  43%  

Provision of village seats (if yes, where?) 83  11%  

Creation of a wildlife sanctuary 219  29%  

More tree planting 242  32%  

A dog-exercising area 222  30%  

Question 26. Which of the following renewable energy installations at homes/businesses in the parish would you 
support? 

Photovoltaic solar panels (for electricity generation) 294  39%  

Solar collector panels (for water heating) 318  43%  

Wood/biomass fuel heating (domestic) 187  25%  

Small wind turbines (under 15m high) 198  27%  

Large wind turbines (over 15m high) 127  17%  

Large-scale biomass/digester system for energy generation 108  14%  

Other (please specify) See page 8, Other Issues Raised 

Question 27. Are there sufficient recycling facilities in Dunkeswell?     

Yes/No 194 552 26% 74% 

If not, which additional facilities would you like provided? See page 8, Other Issues Raised 

     

Question 28. Would you support a local outlet for farm produce?     

Yes/No 411 335 55% 45% 
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 Total 
"Yes" 

Total 
"No" 

Percentage 
"Yes" 

Percentage 
"No" 

Question 29. Farming is a major activity in the Dunkeswell parish. Do you have any comments on its future 
development? 

See page 8, Other Issues Raised 

 

Section 7. Village Heritage     

Question 30. Is the heritage of Dunkeswell important to you?     

Yes/No 383 363 51% 49% 

Question 31. Which of these aspects of village heritage do you think it is important to preserve? 

Dunkeswell Memorial Museum 355  48%  

Historical airfield buildings 312  42%  

Airfield 328  44%  

Character and integrity of old village 357  48%  

Wolford Chapel 325  44%  

Dunkeswell Abbey 330  44%  

Old traditions & customs (e.g. Old Twelfie) 269  36%  

St Nicholas’s Church 354  47%  

Other (please specify) See page 8, Other Issues Raised 

     

Section 8. Other Important Issues     

Question 32. Should Dunkeswell continue to have its own resident vicar?     

Yes/No 381 365 51% 49% 

Question 33. Are there any other issues relating to Church institutions in Dunkeswell that you feel are important? 

     

Question 34. Do you feel you get value for money from your Council Tax?     

Yes/No 162 584 22% 78% 

Question 35. Is Council Tax banding in Dunkeswell fair?     

Yes/No 214 532 29% 71% 

Question 36. Is policing in Dunkeswell adequate?     

Yes/No 243 503 33% 67% 

Question 37. Is the Neighbourhood Watch scheme effective?     

Yes/No 163 583 22% 78% 

Question 38. Do you think any of the following are a serious problem in Dunkeswell? 

Vandalism 117  16%  

Anti-social behaviour 128  17%  

Bullying 60  8%  

 


